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EURAD: Milestone 61. (2021). Technical Note defining a generic repository configuration, sets of parameters, conditions and relevant indicators.
https://www.covra.nl/en/radioactive-waste/deep-geological-disposal/
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EURAD Task 4.2 is set to examine the hydrogen gas transport at a
repository scale and their potential impact on EBS behaviour.

•

3 different conceptual storage
zones by Nagra, Ondraf & Andra.

•

2 High level waste storage and 1
Iow energy waste storage facility.

•

Aalto modelling the high level
waste storage zone B.

[1]

1.

EURAD: Milestone 61. (2021). Technical Note defining a generic repository configuration, sets of parameters, conditions and relevant indicators.
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Hydrogen gas is a potential threat to nuclear waste barrier
• In the nuclear waste repository hydrogen gas is produced
due to the anaerobic abiotic corrosion of the canister/metallic
materials

[3]

• Excessive pressure build ups! Can damage and effect the
long term safety of the barrier system.

•

Gas desaturates the barrier layers (backfill/bentonite)
and may create preferential pathways → easing the
transport of radionuclide.

•

Under high level waste repository conditions other
gases may interact with hydrogen such as: air and
vapours. This may lead up to a higher total pressures.

3.

Source: EPFL (nuclear group), https://www.epfl.ch/labs/lms/research-research-fields-nuclear-waste-storage/
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FEM code Thebes can model gas mixture flows under repository THM
conditions

•

Thebes[4] is developed at Aalto in 2017, to model unsaturated soils (including salts [5]) under
thermal-hydraulic and mechanical conditions.

•

With new developments, the numerical framework of Thebes extended to incorporate an
additional gas component, leading to 3G formulation (air, water vapour, hydrogen).

•

Gives Thebes a capability to compute hydrogen gas, vapour and air flow interactions under THM
conditions.
4.
5.

Abed, A. A., & Sołowski, W. T. (2017). A study on how to couple thermo-hydro-mechanical behaviour of unsaturated soils: Physical equations,
numerical implementation and examples. Computers and Geotechnics, 92, 132–155.
Abed, A. A., & Sołowski, W. T. (2019). Applications of the new thermo-hydro-mechanical-chemical coupled code ‘Thebes.’ Environmental
Geotechnics, 1–14. https://doi.org/10.1680/jenge.18.00083
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Extensive derivation of component mass and heat balances
•

Bulk Flow → Darcy law (water and gas component based on total gas pressure)

•

Diffusive Flow → hydrogen (Fick’s law), vapour (Philip and De Vries, 1957)[6], and air
diffusive theory.
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•

Gas mixture laws→ dissolved gas concentrations (Henry’s coeff.), mixture viscosity and
thermal conductivity [gas components, T][7,8, 9], Ideal gas law.

6.

7.
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Philip, J., & Vries, D. De. (1957). Moisture movement in porous materials under temperature gradients. Eos, Transactions American
Geophysical Union, 38(2), 222–232. https://doi.org/https://doi.org/10.1029/TR038i002p00222.
Sutherland, W. (1893). The viscosity of gases and molecular force. Philosophical Magazine, S. 5(36), 507–531.
White, F. M. (2006). Viscous Fluid Flow (3rd ed.). McGraw-Hill
Lindsay AL, Bromley LA (1950) Thermal Conductivity of Gas Mixtures. Ind Eng Chem 42:1508–1511. https://doi.org/10.1021/ie50488a017
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Extensive derivation of component mass and heat balances
•

Heat Flow →

Diffusion & Advection
(Darcy’s flow)

•

Latent heat of
vapourization
+ Phase cange

Material conduvtity Fourier Law

Mechanical constitutive model →

Thermally extended Basic Barcelona model [4, 10]

[4]

•

Introduced EURAD specifications [1] → retention curve, relative permeabilities, Millington
quirk diffusion correction etc..
1. EURAD: Milestone 61. (2021). Technical Note defining a generic repository configuration, sets of parameters, conditions and relevant indicators.
4. Abed, A. A., & Sołowski, W. T. (2017). A study on how to couple thermo-hydro-mechanical behaviour of unsaturated soils: Physical
equations,
numerical implementation and examples. Computers and Geotechnics, 92, 132–155.
8
10. Gens A. Constitutive laws. Springer; 1995.
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Repository tunnel section modelling: Storage Zone B, ONDRAF waste
deposition concept [1]
•
•

1.

•

TH-G modelling.
Hydrogen flux: 0.25 mol/y (per meter of zone B
cell)
Initial, Sr = 80% (tunnel), 100% (rock)

•

Thermal Flux:

EURAD: Milestone 61. (2021). Technical Note defining a generic repository configuration, sets of parameters, conditions and relevant indicators.
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Preliminary Results
Saturation

T=0s

T = 251.5 years

Temperature

T = 60 years , 97.77 oC

T = 1755 years
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Preliminary Results
Initial time T = 56 years
Total Gas pressure (97.58 kPa)

Vapour pressure (101.1 kPa)

Air pressure (20.99 kPa)

Hydrogen pressure (3.455 kPa)

Intermediate time = 234.8 years
Total Gas pressure (773 kPa)

Air pressure (467.30 kPa)

Hydrogen pressure (313.9 kPa)
Negligible vapour pressures
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Preliminary Results
End time, T = 10,000 years
Total Gas pressure (2415 kPa)

Air pressure (11.15 kPa)

Hydrogen pressure (2404 kPa)
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What’s Next?
Full scale -3D repository modelling of storage zone
B (Ondraf design), both radially and along the
tunnels and gallery.

[11]

Image courtesy Ondraf/Niras

[1]

1. EURAD: Milestone 61. (2021). Technical Note defining a generic repository configuration, sets of parameters, conditions and relevant indicators.
11. Source- Ondraf/Niras. Link: https://www.nucnet.org/news/agency-confirms-proposal-for-deep-geological-repository-4-4-2020
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What’s Next?

[12]
[13]

THM-G coupled analysis
Bentonite Swelling

More-component gas mixtures: CH4, CO2?

[14]

Radionuclide transport.
12. Image source: https://www.kunimine.co.jp/english/bent/basic.html
13. Image source: https://ch301.cm.utexas.edu/gases/#mixtures/mixtures-all.php
14. Image source: https://sitn.hms.harvard.edu/flash/2017/unexpected-lessons-learned-mid-century-atomic-bomb-explosions/
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How about these
next steps?
•

•

numerical modelling of whole
nuclear waste geological
repository
• THMC analysis
• design options
• predictions
• overall impact
making a digital twin of a
geological repository
• material properties adjusted in
time to match observations
• loads and boundaries adjusted to
what is observed
• future behaviour can be
computed at any time

[16]

16. Image source: Posiva, Onkalo repository. https://www.world-nuclear-news.org/Articles/Construction-of-test-disposal-tunnel-under-way-at
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Thank You..

Contact:
abhishek.1.gupta@aalto.fi
wojciech.solowski@aalto.fi
ayman.abed@chalmers.se
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The generation rate is approximated as follows
F = S*CR*C
With:
F: hydrogen generation flux (mol/y)
S: available surface of metallic component (m2)
CR: Corrosion Rate (m/y)
C: constant coefficient to pass from m3/y to mol/y
(mol/m3). For Hydrogen and non-allied steel C can be
approximated by 215 000 mol/m3

Some verification test for extended framework

•

We perform several bench mark test in Thebes and verified it using Comsol and semianalytical method.

•

A simple 2D 1x1 m2 geometry is utilized for the simulation, with 1 directional flows.

•

Due to Comsol limitation tests are performed on the basis of targeted flow or coupling
type.

❖
❖
❖
❖

Hydrogen only diffusion or advection
Hydrogen-Air diffusion or advection
Hydrogen and Heat transfer diffusive or advective
Hydrogen and Mechanical coupling
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Some verification test for extended framework using Comsol
Advective hydrogen component in gas phase vs Comsol
S l  hg  g  wl gM H

 −n H   t +  nS
RT


•
•
•

 hH + .(  q g ) = 0
H
 t

Comsol Darcy’s law in unsaturated porous medium is used
Similar eq. but without the contribution of degree of sat. vs suction
Boundary condition such Sr nearly constant
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Diffusive hydrogen component in gas phase vs Comsol

S l  hg  g  wl gM H

−
n

H

 t +  nS


RT


•
•

 hH + . g M H  w gn(1 − S l )

hH  = 0
 De _ H
 t
RT



Comsol- Transport of diluted species in unsaturated porous medium
Boundary condition such Sr nearly constant
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